Public Comments Regarding Single-Use Plastic Bags in Minot
and a Recommendation to Our Community
In February of 2018, a group of other like-minded individuals from Minot expressed frustration with the
amount of single-use plastic bags stuck in trees, gutters, bushes, and fields in our community and wanted to do
something about it. The name of the work group became the Minot Environmental Policy Group and the
invitation was extended to members of the Minot community to share their thoughts, views, and experiences
regarding single-use plastic bags in our community and what we could do to reduce waste and litter from this
product. The period for public comment was open from the middle of May 2018 toJuly 31, 2018. Knowing
that one-time public meetings or forums can be a hindrance to community members with unusual work hours,
small children, or physical handicap, public comments were submitted via e-mail to the address
environmentminotøgmail.com. The end goal of the conversation was to create a framework or plan to
recommend to the Minot City Council as to how we can reduce the consumption of single-use plastic bags in
our community. Below is our summary and recommendation.
Who Is the Minot Environmental Policy Group?
The Minot Environmental Policy Group is made up of six individuals who live and work in Minot. Three
members identif5’ as male, three members identify as female. Individuals work in the field of banking, public
education, human resources, non-profit management, and local government. They are single parent, single with
no children, married with no children, and married with children families in our community.
Why Single-Use Plastic Bags?
As expressed earlier, this conversation started over frustration with single-use shopping bags littered around our
community. This group felt compelled to act on this frustration in part due to the conversation that is
happening locally, in our state, across our country, and all over the world regarding the rising use of single-use
plastics and the negative impact it is having on our oceans, wildlife, and perhaps most importantly, our food and
water supply. Single use plastic bags also have a negative impact on different elements of our community and
the surrounding area. The areas of impact include:
• Farmers
o Damage to equipment (balers)
o Livestock ingesting
•

Water
o Water and Waste treatment plants
o Storm water drains and pipes

•

o In the river, downstream towns or farms
Cleanup
o Quantity found during city wide clean up days
o Quantity in dead ioops
o Local businesses during clean up
o Street sweepers

•

Municipal Recycling Operations

Why Start This Conversation Now?
We felt that it was best to start this conversation as soon as possible for several reasons. To begin, we know that
habits and personal choices across our community are difficult to change and require time. By starting the
conversation regarding single-use plastic bags in our community now, we can raise awareness of our actions as a
community on this topic. Secondly, we know more about plastics now than we did fifty, twenty, even five years
ago and the scientific discussion shows that the average plastic item will never fully biodegrade (fully return to
organic compounds) and will eventually bio-accumulate, meaning that as they enter our water and food
systenis, they will be found in higher quantities the higher up the food chain one moves. Humans are at the top
of the food chain on our planet and recent findings show that trace amounts of plastic can now be found in
human stool samples. Single-use plastic bags are also a factor in single-sort recycling operations. With the
hopeful implementation of municipal recycling in Minot, significantly reducing our plastic bag use would help
to maintain equipment and provide a higher value product for our community’s recyclable goods. Finally, we
felt that the community of Minot could use this topic as a way to differentiate ourselves from other
communities in our state and could lead on this topic. Recycling and environmental topics are an important
value and issue for individuals ages 35 and under and leadership in this field may help to attract and maintain
families that are looking to find a home in a community that matches their values. Also, as more communities
and retailers niove to limit access to single-use plastic bags, Ivlinot is still able at this point to make local decisions
about what is best for our community without having any influences, pressures, or mandates from the state or
national level. Simply put, we can still make our own decisions without having someone tell us what to do.
What Public Comments Were Given?
In total, 21 public comments were submitted. All comments are listed in Appendix A. Of the comments, 1$
could be categorized as being in support of changes to the way that we use/access single-use plastic bags in our
community. 3 comments could be categorized as being in favor of no changes to the way that we use single-use
plastic bags as a community. Common themes that were mentioned were a ban on single-use plastic bags (via
ordinance or ballot initiative), a fee on single-use plastic bags, the need for environmental education in our
community (regarding how our actions and choices have positive and negative impacts on our shared
environment), further information regarding how much single—use plastic Minot residents consume, retail
discounts for using reusable shopping bags, and multiple references to other communities that have enacted
policies regarding single-use plastic bags.
What’s Missing?
Unfortunately, one perspective that is absent from this discussion is input from large “big-box” retailers.
Marketplace Foods was contacted via telephone in May for their input on this topic. Likewise, Target was
contacted via online comment form. Both declined to comment. There is a comment from one local and
independent retailer. A letter was sent this November to large retailers in our community asking for their input.
A copy of this letter can be found in Appendix B.
Based on the Public Comments. What Would We Recommend to Our Community to Reduce
Single-Use Plastic Bags in the Future?
Using the comments as a guide and source of information, the Minot Environmental Policy Group would like
to make the following recommendations to individual members of community of Minot:

1)

Keep at least one reusable shopping bag in the vehicle and make a habit of bringing it into the store
with you.

2)

Politely refuse plastic bags if you are purchasing an item or items that can be comfortably carried
without a bag.

3)

If you use a single-use plastic shopping bag, please reuse or recycle it in designated plastic bag recycling
bins when you are finished.

The Minot Environmental Policy Group would also make the following recommendations to retailers in the
Minot Community:
1)

Continue to offer a discount to shoppers who bring and use reusable shopping bags.

2)

Continue to make single-use plastic bag recycling receptacles available at the entrances and exits of your
stores.

3)
4)

Publicize and educate consumers about the benefits and locations of both of these programs.
Shift to a “bag upon request policy” and train employees to ask if customers would like their items
placed in a single use plastic bag.

The Minot Environmental Policy Group would finally like to make the following recommendations to the City
Council of Minot:
1)

There appears to be an amount of public support of changes to the way that our community

2)

approaches single-use plastic shopping bags.
Of all the options mentioned in public comments, we believe that a small fee (5 or 10 cents per bag) to
be the most effective first step for the community of Minot. An action like this would encourage
individuals to change their habits without seriously affecting them if they forget or choose to use a
single-use plastic bag.

3)

4)

An educational campaign, along with City or other organizations provided 1-2 reusable bags per
household, could give the community the option to start changing their habit prior to having to pay for
plastic.
Implementation would be difficult but possible. To help ensure retailer compliance, it would be wise
to split the fee between the retailer and the city. We recommend 2 cents of every fee would stay with
the city of Minot while 3 cents of every bag would be collected by the retailer. We would also
recommend that the portion of the fee collected by the city notbe added to the general fund but rather
be used to fund environmental projects around the community, including municipal recycling,
environmental education, green space development, Souris River clean up efforts, and community
wide clean up efforts. A breakdown of different scenarios and considerations with this plan is located
in Appendix C.

5)

Special care should be given to the details of the fee. We recommend that the single-use plastic
shopping bag fee not apply to individuals using VVIC or similar nutrition assistance measure. We also
recommend that the fee be waived for single-use plastic bags used to separate meats and chemicals.
Likewise, produce plastic bags should remain exempt. Also, flower bags, dry cleaning bags, restaurant
to-go bags, and small parcy.favor sized bags should be exempt. Not only is it difficult to uniformly
apply a fee on these items, they also do not have easily replaceable alternatives.

6)

While contrnunities (and countries) around the world are moving to ban and impose strict penalties on
single.use plastic bags, small and incremental steps would be best for a community like Minot that does

not yet have widespread environmental education and policies in place. Instead of looking to
headliners lilce Great Britain, Kenya, Seattle, and Washington D.C., it may be best to look to a
community like Estevan, Saskatchewan; Avon, Colorado; or Brownsville, Texas where residents
consistently utilize reusable shopping bags to avoid a 5-cent fee on single use plastic bags.
7)

An example of a municipal ordinance of this nature can be found in Appendix D. The structure of this
ordinance comes from the community of Avon, CC, population 6,447 and has been amended to
represent the City ofMinot.

Respectfully Submitted,
Minot Environmental Policy Group

Appendix A: Public Comments
Comment #1:
I have lived in Minot since 2013. I choose to not use single-use plastic bags when grocery shopping. support a five-cent fee on
single-use plastic bags at grocer)’ stores and gas stations. I believe this will help reduce the trash in our community as well as
generate additional income for the City of Minor. I think that exceptions to the five-cent fee should be for people who qualifj for
WIC food stamps. I also think that plastic bags should be given for free for raw meat and chemicals and that produce plastic bags
should be used without charge for now.

Comment #2:
I saw the article about plastic bags and I agree with those who know how AWFUL they are. I would love to see plastic bags
banned in every town, city and every state. I use reusable bags EVERY time I go to the store. ft’s as simple as keeping them in your
car so people don’t forget them. There are so many other options these days, people who use plastic are being ignorant.
That’s my word. Keep spreading knowledge...

Comment #3:
Today was proclaimed as ‘A Day \Vithout Plastic Bags,’ in the Fargo area, in order to reduce the adverse impacts of plastic bags.
Their community has a plastic bag task force, “ho’s focus is to educate the community on how to recycle and encourage the use
of reusable bags. Something they are doing is providing free reusable bags at stores where there are also plastic bag recycling drop
off locations.
We will have to keep tabs on their group to get ideas!

Comment #4:
Minot does NOT need another fce,license,whatever you want to call a new tax. People are leaving already because of minor’s
insane taxes. And you want more ? \Ve’ve had enough especially since our property taxes WILL he going up again.

Comment #5:
I don’t believe plastic bags should be outlawed. I also don’t believe that you should be charged for using them either. I think
reusable bags should he available at cheek out for a minor cost and more people will use them.

Comment #6:
I personally reuse the bags, either as as a receptacle for trash in my office and car and as a method to pick up pet waste.. That said,
sonic thoughts on countering the glut of plastic bags being out there:
1) more stores can offer discounts if someone brings their own bags when shopping.
2) Provide plastic bag recycling spots around city.
3) Encourage grocery stores to bring back paper bags
.a) Have police more stringently en force the littering laws
5) Actively Promote the concept of Reuse/Recycle/Reduce

Comment #7:
My wife and I spent two winters ago on the Big Island of Hawaii. The policy on the entire island was no plastic bags. You can
bring your cloth or paper bags ~vith you or if you have none they assess )‘ou a nominal amou it like .10 cents per brown paper hag.
It works well and it was refreshing to not see the ubiquitous plastic bag all over.

Comment #8:
Plastic bag problem in Minot? Not in my opinion. I can only recall one plastic bag in the recent past. It was hanging on a fence
that that was NOT in Minor but along Highway 2 East.

If there is a problem at all, it is with beer cans being thrown ouç of ear windows as pcople drive by. I have picked up numerous
cans thrown on my boulevard from passing vehicles.
There are many important problems facing the City Council and I don’t believe this should be added to their list. Let them have
the time to work on serious issues instead.
The City of Minot has provided numerous trash receptacles all over town and they do an a’vesome job of keeping the City
looking nice.
And, I’m going to save a few plastic bags from Herbergers and Sears, as a reminder of bettcr times at the mall.

Comment #9:
I saw your article in the paper so thought I would connect. I am VERY strong;y against plastics (except for credit cards!) We went
to Hawaii this winter and where we were, no stores allowed plastic bags. Every checkout had cloth bags for sale for $1.00. I
would love to do that here. We recycle all we can, hut I’m sure there is more we can do.
I read an article that Sweden even recycles thrown away appliances and recycles their parts.

Comment #10:
As a retailer (Main Street Books owner) I purchase bags from a company on the east coast. \Vhen the road construction hit
downtown, to save money, we started asking people if they were okay with a recycled bag. Not one person in two years has ever
said no. And most people insist they need no bag at all when I bring it up.
I ma)’ miss seeing my bags on the street advertising books burl will never miss seeing bags in gutters, in ditches or clinging to the
branches of trees.
I would love to go one step further and outlaw plastic bags. Or Charge more for the bag. Or charge less if they bring their own
bag. Bags are expensive. If I had more money I would probably give it away
donate more or advertise more with local
businesses. The commu nity’ ‘vms.
Anyway ... that’s just one retailer’s perspective.

Comment #11:
BAN THEM

Comment #12:
1 would support eliminating single use plastics, which includes far more than the plastic grocer)’ bags.
I will say’ that calling them single use bags is a misnomer because they can be multi use bags.
I do believe the nation’s trash issue is much larger than plastic grocer)’ bags.
Good afternoon, the latest hot topic seems to be plastic and what should be done with it. First, single use bag is a misnomer. They’
often have multiple uses. Are we going to get rid of trash bags, which really are single use plastic bags.
Those ofus old enough to remember the shove to go from paper to plastic to save the trees and the environment are now seeing
the push to ban certain plastics. My question is to what end? What do we want achieved? Is it to reduce litter? Is it to educe the
amount dumped into land fills? Is it to reduce plastic manufacture and use itself?
What about biodegradable bags made from the yucca plant that looks and acts like plastic, hut degrades, is said to not harm
animals if eaten? i’hey are supposedly made in Indonesia. Should there be a demand for those? Or should some innovative
entrepreneur bring the manufacture of such bags to Minot? ND or at least the states?

On June 21st I added an article to the Environmentally Minded People of Minot site about plastic diapers. No
one jumped on that conversation at all! ~ © © Sewing our own diapers would greatly reduce land fill plastic.
Although, there is discussion which uses more water???
So, again, what is our motivation for wanting something banned or removed? Most ofus are disgusted or at least don’t like litter.
But, ifit is to reduce litter, then let’s look at banning all plastic bottles and aluminum cans as well because that is what pick up

the nost, along with paper.
Wit is to reduce plastic, it is reported that Starbuck’s will be using MORE plastic for their cup covers than was used by stratvs.
What is our goal? \Vhat are our options? \Vhat part can each individual play?
Littering is because of careless or irresponsible behavior.

I would like to hear the end result each emailer has envisioned if we

follow their recommendation.

Comment #13:
Like ans’ issue, the plan around reducing the amount of single-use plastic bags that are used --and that are discarded, especially as litter,
especially around our river-- is one that is mostly likely multifaceted and gradually implemented.

I would like to see our city explore:
-

collection of plastic bags as part of the future curbside recycling program

-

a study of how other, similarly sized cities have dealt with this issue

—

a fee for plastic bag use at locations such as grocery stores or retails stores

—

a ban on plastic bags for restaurants and other take-out vendors (perhaps gradually implemented)

-

support of organization like “Friends of the Souris River” or continued organized clean-up days to remove bags and other litter from

Our river
-

support of educational events at our public libraries, schools, local newspaper, etc., about the life-cycle of plastics, why they are a

problem, and why the city is exploring solutions
-

distribution of re-usable bags with either Minot City logo on it or some other cia’ slogan or local art. These would hopefully be offered

for FREE to help offset cost of cia’ residents who might be paying-- or paying more for-- plastic bags

Comment #14:
I just wanted to send in nw comments on plastic bag use in Minot, I would he happy to see a five-cent surcharge on plastic bags. For a
number of years (before the flood -so maybe S or 9 years) ‘ye have been using reusable bags for all of our shopping at the mall and the
grocery stores. We keep some in each car and are better about reminding each other to bring them to the stores, We recycle as much as
we can and use plastic grocery bags for our kitchen garbage so we probably fill I a week. I would be happy to pay for the bag that we usc.
IfStarhucks can phase out stra~vs, Minot can charge for bags. Thanks so much.

Comment #15:
I understand the push to outright ban plastic bags in Minot ND. To do this prematurely has the potential to cause disruption in the
retail sector if customers have not been prepped, so to speak, for the ban. Start with making it less appealing to use plastic bags! That has
yet to happen here! North Dakota is a location where concern for recycling and facilities to do so are nonexistent or still in the
conceptualization phase, an infancy of sorts, Until the facilities arc in place to recycle (more than just bags!) and receptacles are common
throughout the community, picking this one fight is short-sighted. \Ve need more awareness and more ofa push for recycling. We need
more businesses to support multiple-use bags. We need people to bring their own bags. We need mole places to recycle. We need a
paradigm shift so that people see that to not do so is more harmful th;n the convenience of having eve!)’ category of groceries in their
own bag. This can happen through advertising campaigns, media involvement, more than handing out reusable bags at the State Fair!
There is so much potential and business opportunity for the green industry. M inot has made it clear that Earth Recycling wasn’t
welcome, so they’re headed to Glenburn. I’d love to see someone take up the challenge and make Green their business--not just the act of
recycling, hut marketing and selling the equipment to facilitate the interaction!

Comment #16:
i’ve already stated that there should be an outright ban on plastic bags. i don’t know that the city would take
anything about it. it may take a ballot measure to make it happen

it

seriously enough to do

Comment #17:
I would absolutely support either a ban on plastic hags OR some sort of fee (5-10 cents per bag). I say this as a Rrnier retail
employee, resident of a European country, and consumer.
During my time as a cashier, I watched endless plastic bags leave our store every day, often with only a few items per bag (per the
customer’s request). This is a smell step, but when 1 imagine the thousands of plastic bags handed out during one (lay’s 8-hour
shift. I’m overwhelmed to think of the thousands of retail workers in this state alone who are doing the same thing. While some of
these plastic bags are being reused for garbage bags, etc, I consistently witness them being tossed out after one tue by the people
around mc. When Minneapolis moved toward a plastic bag ban several years ago, there was--as could be expected--some minor
outrage. However, this outrage signifies to me that we have been trained to consu me mindlessly, believing that stores owe us
single-use bags, rather than coming up with creative solutions for ourselves. Having access to a plastic hag which then becomes
litter is not a basic human right.
TI ived in Europe for several years, where a small fee fbr a plastic bag is the norm. Most people bought reusable bags and carried
them in. Ultimately, this is more economical for both the buyer and the store (and those bags hold a LOP more!). This also places
the burden of mindfulness upon the consumer—-we are responsible for remembering our own bags, which is just one small step
toward being more mindful about the amount that we consume as a whole. Bringing a bag is part of the process of planning
purchases and makes us more aware of what we’re bringing home in our bags.
I understand that there are some purposes for which plastic bags are just the best line of defense (picking up dog p°°p for
instance). I also understand thete will be pushback and believe that a ban b~’ itself will not have the desired impact u,,kcs it’s
accompanied by practical ways for people to deal with the lack of bags. For instance, what impact will ban ii ing plastic bags have
on impoverished communities? (\Vill affordability be a factor, ete?) \Vill stores provide their own reusable bags for sale? We must
work hand-in—hand with each other so that this is not a single issue which causes division and frustration, but so that better
choices can be more easily supplemented when the choice to usc plastic vanishes!

Comment #18:
would like to see all stores get rid of single use plastic bags. My’ feeling is that as long as we have them as a back up,
to forget to bring cloth bags.

it

is too easy

Next best would he to charge S or 10 cents per plastic bag.

Comment #19:
I would really like to see plastic bags reduced or gotten rid of. Perhaps the stores need education on this. They often put 1 iteii~
in a bag that wouldn’t even need a bag. The last time I was in a ‘Farget self checkout, there was a lady putting
1 item in each bag and ended up with over 20 bags in her cart. I would love to see plastic bags not used anymore. Other states
charge a fee if shoppers do not bring their reusable bags with them. Our children seem to think that has definitely reduced the use
of plastic bags.

Comment #20:

Plastic: handy, but has a way of finding a way out of the dump, out
into neighborhoods or river. Once there, bigger problems. Others can
address the addiction to oil.
Basically, seems a good thing to lower the usage, and give or get
something’ back” in exchange for going to our own bags/paper.
I support a well designed phase out, First assess the usage
numerically and which way usage is trending. Are ~ye seeing reductions
and if so, how quickly?
A ban would do it over night and save the stores some money. Perhaps
a ban would make it easier for the stores? Ask them.
But incentivising stores to reduce it for a short period of time would
also be helpful so ‘ye can wind it down while people adjust. As for
the angry consumer, the option to buy bags may help relieve the
pressure, but it needs to be a significant cost set b~’ the city.
Thank you

Comment #21:
Ideas area businesses might be amenable tour already perform:
-sell reusable bags at the checkout. I would also suggest selling reusable bags and/or packaging for produce and bulk foods
-give customers a discount for bringing your own bags. Target and MPF give $0.05 per bag.
-do not provide bags (much like Buffalo Exchange stores)
-provide recycling bins for plastic bags
-switch to a different type of bag/box (paper, plant-based, whatever else is out there)
-only give plastic bags when customer requests them
-charge for plastic hag use
—tell employees to stop wasting bags (double-bagging and wrapping individual “fragile’ items in their own bag)
-display posters of plastic waste effects on wildlife/environment
Thank you for gathering all this data!
P.S. In my continuing effort to hide my ND dialect, have to focus hard to say “hag” and not ‘beg”. It takes a iot of work to re—read this
email in nfl head!
Also, is there a way our city could work toward some type ofTirle of Distinction for reducing plastic usc? Minor used to have signs all
over town designating it as a ‘Tree City USA” with the Arbor Day Foundation. (I always thought that was ironic.) There i,~ust be some
incentives the city could pursue that would

gain

Minor some notoriety and/or funding...

Appendix

B: Letter to Retailers

November 2018
To Whom It May Concern:
My name is XXXXX and I am part of a group of Minot residents who are working to help our community be
more environmentally responsible. Our group name is the Minot Environmental Policy Group. In February
2018, we began a conversation within our group about how Minot can reduce single-use plastic shopping bags.
From June toJuly 2018, we asked the community of Minot to provide input on how they believe we can and
should reduce single-use plastic shopping bags via a public e-mail address. Using this input, our group
formulated a series of recommendations to offer to individuals, businesses, and the City of Minot as a whole.
One piece of input that was missing was the perspective of large retailers in our community like you. We did
reach out to Marketplace Foods via telephone call and Target via online comment form. Neither company
responded or chose to comment We chose not to reach out to other large retailers at that time.
We will be sharing our recommendations with the Minot Daily News and the Minor Voice in the coming weeks
and we will be asking the Minot City Council to consider our recommendations at the December 3rd, 2018
City Council Meeting. One of the recommendations we are giving is the implementation of a 5-cent fee on
single-use plastic shopping bags. In this fee, we recommend that a portion remains with the retailer to pay for
the cost of the bag and a portion goes to the City of Minot to be used for environmental projects, recycling, or
green space development. There are exceptions and nuance in the recommendation to hopefully maintain
public safety, efficiency, and not place an undue burden on business owners in Minot.
Knowing that any change to how our community uses single-use plastic shopping bags will have an impact on
retailers, we would like to invite you to have a conversation or provide your input on this issue. The e-mail
address that you can use to contact this group is cnvironmentminouagmail.com.
Again, please know that this effort, conversation, and recommendation is not meant to harm our retailers and
community. Our intention is to help make our community better, cleaner, more environmentally responsible,
prepared for the future, and stronger and we would love to be able to continue the conversation with our large
retail entities included.
We look forward to hearing from you soon.
Sincerely,
The Minot Environmental Policy Group
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Appendix D: Sample City of Minot Ordinance
Adopting a New Chapter of the Minot Municipal Code Establishing Single-Use Plastic Bag Requirements,
Including a Single-Use Plastic Bag Fee And Providing for the Collection and Designation of Such Fee
Whereas, the City of Minot, North Dakota (the “City”) is a home rule municipality existing pursuant to the
laws of the North Dakota Constitution, the North Dakota Century Code, and the City’s Charter, and
Whereas, the City has the duty to protect the natural environment, the economy, and the health of its citizens
and guests and the City is committed to following best common practices in environmental
stewardship and protection, and
Whereas, reducing the use of single-use plastic shopping bags has a positive effect on the local environment of
the City, including reducing the potential for pollution in the environment, greenhouse gas emissions,
litter, harm to wildlife, water consumption, energy consumption, and solid waste generation, and
Whereas, reducing plastic waste to the landfill is a cost effective and efficient way of reducing greenhouse gas
emissions resulting from energy and petroleum products used in processing, and
Whereas, the City Council believes that the best alternative to the continued use of single-use plastic shopping
bags is to promote the use of more durable, reusable bags, and
Whereas, the City Council finds and determines that discouraging single-use plastic shopping bags and
requiring a charge for single-use plastic shopping bags at grocers and other retailers would help address
the environmental and health problems associated with such use, would relieve City taxpayers of the
costs incurred by the City in conjunction therewith, and would be in the best interest of public health,
safety, and welfare.
Now therefore let it be ordained City Council of the City of Minot, North Dakota the following:

EXHIBIT A: ADDITION OF CHAPTER (?) TO TITLE

(?) OF THE MINOT MUNICIPAL CODE

CHAPTER (?)
DISPOSABLE BAG REQUIREMENTS

(?) Purpose and intent.
(?) Definitions.
Section (?) Restrictions on the distribution of disposable bags.
Section (?) Disposable paper bag fee program.
Section (?) Retention and administration of disposable paper bag fee.
Section (?) Exemptions.
Section
Section

Section
Section

(?) Audits.
(?) Violations and penalties.

PURPOSE AND INTENT.
The purposes of this Chapter are to protect the public health, safety and welfare, to address the environmental
problems associated with single-use plastic shopping bags, and to relieve the City taxpayers of the costs
imposed upon the City associated with single-use plastic shopping bags. The intent of the Chapter is to
encourage the use of reusable bags.
DEFINITIONS.
For the purposes of this chapter, the following terms shall have the following meanings:
SINGLE-USE PLASTIC BAG: a bag made from non-compostable plastic provided by a business to a customer
at the point of sale for the purpose of transporting goods. The term “Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag”
does not include:
1. Bags provided by pharmacists to contain prescription drugs;
2. Newspaper bags, door hanger bags, laundry-dry cleaning bags, or bags sold in packages
containing multiple bags intended for use as garbage, pet waste, or yard waste
bags;
3. Reusable Bags;
4. Disposable Paper Bags; or
5. Bags used by consumers inside stores to:
a. Package bulk items, such as fruit, vegetables, nuts, grains, candy or small hardware
items;

b. Contain or wrap frozen foods, meat, or fish, regardless of whether the items are
prepackaged;
c. Contain or wrap flowers, potted plants, or other items where dampness may be a
problem; or
d. Contain unwrapped prepared foods or bakery goods.
SINGLE-USE PLASTIC SHOPPING BAG FEE: a City fee of five cents ($0.05) imposed and required to be
paid by each consumer making a purchase from a City Grocer or Retailer for each disposable plastic
bag used during the purchase.
DISPOSABLE PAPER BAG: a bag made predominantly of paper that is provided to a customer by a Grocer or
Retailer at the point of sale for the purpose of transporting goods.
RETAILER: means any person, corporation, partnership, business, facility, vendor, organization or individual
that sells or provides merchandise, goods or materials, including, without limitation, clothing, food, or
personal items of any kind, directly to a customer. “Retailer” includes, without limitation, any
department store, grocery store, hardware store, pharmacy, liquor store, restaurant, catering truck,
convenience store, and any other retail store or vendor.

REUSABLE BAG: a bag that:
1. Is designed and manufactured to withstand repeated uses over a period of time;
2. Is made from a material that can be cleaned and disinfected regularly;
3. Is at least two and one-fourth (2.25) mils thick if made from plastic; and
4. Has the capability of carrying a minimum of eighteen (18) pounds.
DISPOSABLE SINGLE-USE PLASTIC SHOPPING BAG FEE PROGRAM.
A. Effective (?), a consumer making a purchase from a Retailer shall pay at the time of purchase a Single-Use
Plastic Bag Fee of five cents ($0.05) for each Single-Use Plastic Bag used during a purchase.
B. Retailers shall record the number of single-use plastic shopping bags provided to any given customer and the
total amount of the Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fee charged to the customer on the customer
transaction receipt.
C. No Retailer may provide a rebate or in any way reimburse a customer for any part of the Single-Use Plastic
Shopping Bag Fee.
D. No Retailer may exempt a customer from any part of the Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fee for any reason
except as provided in section (?) of this chapter.
E. Nothing in this Chapter shall prohibit Retailers from providing incentives for the use of reusable bags
through credits or rebates for customers who bring their own bags to the point of sale for the purpose
of carrying away goods.
F, Nothing in this Chapter shall prohibit customers from using bags of any type that the customers bring into
the store or from carrying away goods purchased by such customers that are not placed in a bag.
G. Any store or business in the City may voluntarily opt to participate in the Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag
Fee program, prior to its respective effective date, by providing notice to the City and collecting the
Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fee pursuant to this Chapter.
RETENTION AND ADMINISTRATION OF DISPOSABLE PLASTIC BAG FEE.
A. Upon the effective date, Retailers shall be required to remit the Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fee to the
City and may retain a portions of the Single-Use Plastic Bag Fee as follows:
1. For the first twelve (12) months following the effective date of the Disposable Plastic Shopping Bag Fee, each
Retailer that is located in a permanent building in the City containing at least four thousand
(4,000) square feet of retail space may retain sixty percent (60%) of the Single-Use Plastic Bag
Fee to be taken as a Retailer credit against the Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fee due to the
City. The remaining forty percent (40%) of the Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fee shall be
remitted to the City.
2. Each Retailer that operates in less than four thousand (4,000) square feet of retail space may retain one
hundred percent (100%) of the Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fee,
B. A Retailer that elects to retain a portion of the Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fee after the first twelve (12)
shall execute an agreement provided by the City requiring the Retailer to use the Single-Use Plastic
Shopping Bag Fee revenues only for the purposes stated in sub-section D. below.
C. The portion of the Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fee revenue received by the City shall be deposited as
revenue in a designated waste reduction and reusable line item within the City’s budget to be used for
the purposes stated in sub-section D below.

D. The Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fee shall be used exclusively for the following purposes:
1. Producing and providing reusable bags to City residents and guests;
2. Educating City residents, businesses and guests about the impacts of waste on the City’s environmental
health, the importance of reducing the number of disposable bags entering the waste stream,
and the impact of disposable bags on the City’s waterways and the environment;
3. Creating public educational campaigns to raise awareness about waste reduction and recycling;
4. Funding programs and infrastructure that allows the Minot community to reduce waste and recycle;
5. Purchasing and installing equipment designed to minimize waste pollution, including recycling containers
and waste receptacles;
6. Funding community cleanup or collection events and other activities to reduce waste;
7. Providing educational information to customers about the Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fee;
8. Training Retailer staff in the implementation and administration of the Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fee;
9. Improving or altering infrastructure to allow for the administration, collection, implementation, and
reporting of the Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fee; and
10. Paying for the administration of the Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fee Program.
11. Paying for the implementation and operation of Municipal Recycling in Minot.
E. A Retailer shall pay and the City shall collect the Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fee at the same time and
pursuant to all applicable provisions of the City’s sales tax code, and consistent with all applicable sales
tax provisions regarding sales tax administration, collection and enforcement. The City shall provide
the necessary forms for Retailers to file individual returns with the City separate from the City’s sales
tax forms to demonstrate compliance with the Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fee. Notwithstanding
the fact that the Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fee will be collected in the same time and manner
used for the collection of sales tax, such process is for the convenience of the Retailer and does not
change the nature of the Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fee from a fee to a tax.
F. Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fees shall not supplant funds appropriated as part of an approved annual
budget.
G. No Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fees shall revert to the General Fund at the end of the fiscal year, or at
any other time, but shall be continually available for the uses and purposes set forth in this Chapter
without regard to fiscal year limitation.
EXEMPTIONS.
A. A Retailer may provide a Disposable Plastic Bag to a customer with no fee if the customer provides proof
that he or she is a participant in a federal or state Food Assistance Program.
B. A church, charity, or non-profit store, as defined in North Dakota Statutes section

(?), may provide a

Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag to a customer with no fee.
AUDITS.
A. Each Retailer shall maintain accurate and complete records of the Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Fees
collected under the provisions of this Chapter and the number of Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bags
provided to customers, and shall also maintain such books, accounts, invoices, or other documentation
necessary to verify the accuracy and completeness of such records. It shall be the duty of each Retailer
to keep and preserve all such documents and records, including any electronic information, for a period
of three (3) years from the end of the calendar year of such records.

B. If requested, each Retailer shall make the foregoing records available for inspection and audit by the City
during regular business hours so that the City may verify compliance with the provisions of this
Chapter. To the extent permitted by law, all such records shall be treated as confidential commercial
information
VIOLATIONS AND PENALTIES.
Any person violating any of the provisions of this Chapter shall be deemed to have committed a civil infraction
for each and every day or portion thereof during which any infraction is committed, continued or
permitted and shall be subject to the penalties contained in Chapter (?) of this Code. (yet to be
determined for the City ofMinot)

